Mass Timber Systems: Schedule
13:30 -15:00 Presentations
• 13:30 –13:45 IntrobyAndyLeitchandRobertHairstans
• ‘Mass Timber ResearchandOptimisation’ byWojciechPlowasandAlexandreMorinBernard(ENU)
• ‘CSIC Mass Timber Fabrication’byMarkMilne (CSIC)
14:40 –15:00 Tea/coffee
15:00 -17:00 FocusGroups
• Focusgroup1:‘Istherea Market for ahomegrownMassTimber product?”leadbyRobert
Hairstans
• Focusgroup2:‘Homegrownresourcecompatibility, durabilityandperformanceinfire” lead
by WojciechPlowas
• Focusgroup3:‘Masstimberfabricationrequirementsandscale” leadbyMarkMilne
• Finalsession(for everyone):‘The directionofthe researchand‘MassTimber Alliance’–next
steps, reference group, ongoing engagement’
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CASE STUDY 1: GLULAM

In 2011, Edinburgh Napier University engaged with NorBuild Timber Frame Fabrication and Fine Carpentry Ltd in Forres to determine
opportunities for diversifying the latter's Glulam portfolio by using other available species - primarily Sitka spruce and Scots pine.

The lay-up of the Glulam bea ms empl oyed a combi ned Glulam
methodology in which the outer la mination zones were of
higher grade material than the inner one s in order to
structurally optimise the use of the resource. In this s cenario,
the middle zone i n ben ding is at the ne utral axis, with the outer
lamellae sub ject to stresse s, the top chord being in
compression and the bottom chord in tension.
The tests undertaken via these respective studies included:
• bending strength and stiffness of beams
• shear strength of glue lines
• tests of the tensile strength of the glue line (larch Glulam)
• compression strength of the Glulam (larch Glulam)
• bending strength of finger joints (larch Glulam)
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TO SOLID LAMINATE TIMBER SYSTEMS

The work undertaken demonstrates the viability of UK-grown
timber for Glulam fabrication for relatively low load span
conditions, such as low-rise construction, rim beams or lintels
manufactured mainly from Sitka spruce.

CASE STUDY 2: NLT & nCLT
MASS TIMBER – AN INTRODUCTION

David Blaikie Architects, working in
collaboration with Kraft Architecture,
conceived the idea of a new building
typology, 'Future Affordable', a low
carbon affordable housing solution,
that was built at the KingdomHousing
Association Innovation Park in Fife.
The predefined layout of the house
provided the opportunity to
introduce a pre-assembled service
pod, the e.CORE, formedfrom NLT.
At ground floor level, the e.CORE unit
services a bathroom and contains a
small service-control compartment
with electrical distribution board,
smart meter, the control gears for the
central-heating, the whole-house
mechanical ventilation with heat
recovery (MVHR) system and microrenewable devices. The upper (first
floor) level of the e.CORE contains a
larger bathroom.

TO SOLID LAMINATE TIMBER SYSTEMS

A further iteration of the nail lamination technology was
explored in partnership with Carbon Dynamic Ltd in the
form of nailed Cross Laminated Timber (nCLT)

CASE STUDY 3: DLT

Edinburgh Napier University engaged with a series of industry partners (MAKAR Construction LLP et al.) to determine the feasibility of fabricating Dowel
Laminated Timber from the Scottish timber resource. Three different species were investigated for use in forming lamellae: Sitka spruce, Scots pine and
Larch. Birch, oak, beech, sycamore and ash were considered as the most suitable hardwood species for dowels.
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The connection test work undertaken for beech dowels demonstrated the best overall performance
criteria with respect to moisture movement with corresponding strength and stiffness of connection.
A series of Dowel Laminated Timber panels were then manufactured and tested according to these
criteria using birch dowels at spacings calculated to optimise the structural performance.

A consequence of this work was the inclusion of Dowel
Laminated Timber in a live project as an intermediate floor.

TO SOLID LAMINATE TIMBER SYSTEMS

CASE STUDY 4: CLT

A collaborative network was set up to determine the feasibility of producing Cross Laminated Timber from the Scottish forest resource. The
initial phase of this research carried out an evaluation of the suitability of a variety of Scottish timber species, with six selected for
investigation: Lawson cypress, Douglas fir, Western hemlock, European larch, Scots pine and Sitka spruce.
The production of Cross Laminated Timber requires the
material supplied to be at 12 ± 2% moisture content, a
constraint on the study that necessitated the use of a
bespoke kilning process. Each board was then acoustically
graded.
Three-layer panel systems were then fabricated at NorBuild
Timber Frame Fabrication and Fine Carpentry Ltd's
premises, using a modified veneer press.
The adhesive used was PURBOND HB S709.

After curing, the panels were cut to
their sample and tested in both
edgewise (beam application) and
flatwise (roof and floor
applications) orientations.
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TO SOLID LAMINATE TIMBER SYSTEMS

The results demonstrated the viability of producing Cross Laminated Timber from home grown.

CASE STUDY 4: CLT

The BRE Visitor centre and Commonwealth Games 2014 are examples of pilot projects.

MASS TIMBER – AN INTRODUCTION

TO SOLID LAMINATE TIMBER SYSTEMS

The collaborative research work undertaken by all these case studies demonstrated the potential
to produce a range of Solid Laminate Timber Systems from the Scottish timber resource.

CASE STUDIES: CONCLUSION
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1

Glulam manufactured from UK-grown timber compared to BS EN
408 GL20c

2

CLT manufactured from varying UK-grown species compared to
equivalent European product (edgewise bending)

3

Nailed Cross Laminated Timber panel mean modulus of elasticity
(edgewise bending) compared to C16 timber

Market Opportunity: 2020 European production ≈ 1.8M m3

https://www.timber-online.net/holzprodukte/2017/10/brettsperrholzproduktionen-in-europa-20162020.html
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